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The objective of this study was to enhance understanding and appreciation of
Pre-Orientalism in costumes and textiles by revealing examples of Oriental
influences in Europe from the 16th century to the mid-18th century through
in-depth study. The research method used were the presentation and analysis
of previous literature research and visual data. The result were as follows;
Pre-Orientalism had been influenced by Morocco, Thailand, and Persia as well
as Turkey, India, and China. In this study, Pre-Orientalism refers to oriental
influence and oriental taste in Western Europe through cultural exchanges from
the 16th century to the mid-18th century. The oriental costume was the most
popular subspecies of fancy, luxury dress and was a way to show off wealth
and intelligence. Textiles were used for decoration and luxury. The Embassy
and the court in Versailles and Vienna led to a frenzy of oriental fashion. It
appeared that European in the royal family and aristocracy of Europe had been
accommodated without an accurate understanding of the Orient. Although in
this study, the characteristics, factors, and impacts of Pre-Orientalism have not
been clarified, further study can be done. Recognizing a broad perspective on
oriental influence in Europe before Orientalism, we can have a balanced view
of future Orientalism and global fashion.
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contribute to intersections of cultural studies and be used

Ⅰ. Introduction

as the material contributing orient to European modern
Many studies on Orientalism have been based on the

industry. In addition it can also contribute to the

research of Sad's Orientalism. Orientalism has been

analysis of characteristics and factors for the further

studied not only in literature and art but also in various

study of before Orientalism in fashion study.

fields. According to the research period, the names of

Ⅱ. Theoretical background

Orientalism are Before Orientalism(Barbour, 2009), Early
Orientalism(Kalmar,
2017),

and

2014),

Post-Orientalism(Dabashi,

Re-Orientalism(Lau

&

Mendes,

2011).

1. Evaluation to Orientalism and Fashion

Orientalism researches are being conducted on the area
such as Euro Orientalism, French Orientalism, British

The Orient is a historical term for the East, traditionally

Orientalism, Scottish Orientalism, Portuguese Orientalism,

comprising anything that belongs to the Eastern world,

German

Soviet

in relation to Europe. In English, it is largely a metonym

Orientalism, Afro-Orientalism. In addition, there are

for, and coterminous with, the continent of Asia, divided

studies on specific topics such as Military Orientalism,

into the Near East, Middle East and Far East. Originally,

Practical Orientalism, Gendering Orientalism and Applied

the term Orient was used to designate the Near East,

Orientalism.

and later its meaning evolved and expanded, designating

Orientalism,

Russian

Orientalism,

There is no need to limit to the study of Orientalism

also the Middle East or the Far East (Orient, 2018). The

which is related to imperialism in the late 18th century

term "Europe" is first used for a cultural sphere in the

and the 19th century. It has become a theme that needs

Carolingian Renaissance of the 9th century. From that

various perspectives while widening its age and scope.

time, the term designated the sphere of influence of the

Until now, there has been a study of oriental influences

Western Church, as opposed to both the Eastern

on European design such as Turquerie, Chinoiserie and

Orthodox churches and to the Islamic (Europe, 2018)

Rococo-Chinoiserie. There is no study of the overall

Until the eighteenth century, Europeans were virtually

view that this is a phenomenon before Orientalism in

unaware of the geography and the lives of those outside

fashion study. There are also few studies focusing on

Europe. Scientific studies of the surface and phenomenal

cultural exchanges of costumes and textiles based on

elements have been started since the mid-18th century,

trade and political diplomacy.

Attempts have been made to identify areas by reference

This study examines oriental influenced costumes and
textiles

in

Europe,

especially

in

France,

(Lee, 2013). The term 'imaginative geography' came from

England,

Said’s Orientalism, which distinguished non-European

Netherlands, Italy, and Austria based on international

regions in Europe. Thus, the Orient and Europe are

exchanges before Orientalism. The scope of this study is

mutually conscious terms and is slightly different not

from the 16th centuries to middle of 18th century. The

only in geography but also usage of term.

16th and 17th centuries were times when the Ottoman

The criticism of Orientalism was initiated by Edward

Empire had threatened Europe and generally Orientalism

Wadie

related to imperialism started from the late 18th century.

(1925-1961). Orientalism has become a major force as

The research method is the analysis through literature

researchers from all over the world pay attention. In

research and visual material. The purpose of this study is

Said's analysis, the societies of the Middle East, Asia and

to

of

North Africa are static and undeveloped, but Western

Pre-Orientalism in costumes and fabrics by revealing

society is developed, rational, flexible, and superior

examples of Oriental influences in Europe from the 16th

(Mamdani, 2004).

enhance

understanding

and

appreciation

century to the mid-18th century. This study can

Said

(1935–2003)

after

Franz

Fanon

Regarding Orientalism and fashion, Patricia Mears
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mentioned in "Definition of Orientalism": The Orient has

influences which had been felt from its foundation. It

been a source of inspiration for fashion designers since

could hardly have been otherwise, for its position made

the seventeenth century, when goods of India, China,

it the natural entrepot of trade with the interior of Asia

and Turkey were first widely seen in Western Europe.

(Laver, 1969). The Byzantine empire is based on the

While the use of the term "Orientalism" has changed

Greek factor and forms a unique culture that blends

over time, it generally refers to the appropriation by

Christian elements and oriental culture. The Byzantine

western designers of exotic stylistic conventions from

Empire was the golden age of silk fabrics from the 9th

diverse cultures spanning the Asian continent (Mears,

to the 12th century. The representative silks of this age

n.d.). “Fashion and Orientalism” by Adam Geczy is the

are the Persian influenced brocade and damask. Oriental

first comprehensive Research of Orientalism in fashion

influence is revealed in the taste for coloured, sparkling

from early Orientalism and the barbaresque to postwar

ornament, in the choice of decoration motifs and in the

revivalism and transorientalism. The author supports that

type of garment borrowed from the Huns, the Persians,

almost every name for textiles derives from Middle

the Khagares, etc (Boucher, 1965).

Eastern

or

Fashion”

is

From 1096 to 1272, the Crusades, which Christians

knowledge

of

began to reclaim their holy city of Jerusalem from the

Orientalism by means of its organization, constitution

Muslims, had a full-fledged contact with the West and

and reception (Lehnert & Mentges, 2013). The most

the Orient, which greatly influenced Western medieval

important attitude while studying Orientalism as well as

fashion design, During this period, oriental silk and

Orientalism in fashion is to have a balanced view of

cotton fabrics such as mousseline, satin and velvet were

world history.

imported with advanced weaving techniques. Then came

differentiated

Asiatic
from

roots.
the

“Fusion

common

Domestic fashion studies related to Orientalism are

the Crusades and the reopening of trade with the Near

generally focused on specific countries or specific fashion

East at the returning Crusaders brought with them not

fields such as "aesthetic consciousness of Japonisme" (Ko

only Oriental materials but the clothes themselves, or a

th

& Cho, 2009) and "the detail & trimming from 16

knowledge of their cut (Laver, 1969). In the course of

century to 18th century in contemporary fashion” (Kim,

the Crusades, Venezia and other northern Italian cities

You, & Bae, 2009). There is a need to study with a

enjoyed

broader perspective.

"Description of World", "Divisament dou monde", by

economic

benefits

through

Eastern

trade.

Venetian merchant Marco Polo (1254–1324) created the

2. History overview of East-West cultural exchange

image of orient especially China and was enough to
stimulate European curiosity and exploration. Thus,

In the 4th century BC, Alexander the Great of Greece

during the ancient and medieval times, not only the Silk

carried out the eastern expedition to Persia and India

Road but also the western and eastern cultures interacted

and later built the Great Empire, including Africa and

with

the Arab region of the Mediterranean. Since then he has

religious ideology, and literary works.

each

other

through

war,

territorial

invasion,

pioneered the Silk Road from Greece to Central Asia,
opening the road for the introduction of Chinese silk as
well as Indian cotton and gems. This was the main

3. Oriental trade and trade goods in the early
modern Europe

route of ancient trade and played a pivotal role in
East-West cultural exchanges. When the

Western

By the late fifteenth century, Venice had built up a trade

Empire fell in AD 476, Byzantium, or Constantinople as

position as intermediary between Europe and the Middle

it was also called, was cut off from the West and

and Far East. Venice dealt in oriental goods–Spices,

became more and more affected by those Oriental

cotton, silk, drugs, and jewels, together with fruit, wine,
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and other produce of her own colonies-and exported

represent exotic features. Nicholas Hilliard’s Heneage

European

Jewels were sent to the Ottoman court in the 1590s

metals

and

manufactures

eastwards

in

exchange. Venice was the half-way house between East

(Brotton, 2016).

and West, when the Mediterranean was the linchpin of

Figure 2 by Jacob van Campen (1596–1657) who was

intercontinental trade. Her status as an entrepot had

a Dutch artist and architect of the Golden Age is part of

always depended on the enjoyment of privileges in the

“the triumphal procession, with gifts from the East and

Levantine-Balkan

Empire of Byzantium, in the crusader

the West”. This picture shows how many Oriental goods

states of the Middle East, and in the Mameluke and

have flowed into the Netherlands through the VOC

Ottoman empires which succeeded them (Pullan, 1968).

(1602–1800). VOC played crucial roles in business,

The great powers of Europe began to monopolize

financial,

socio-politico-economic,

military-political,

trade in Asia. In 1600 the British established the East

diplomatic, legal, ethnic, and exploratory maritime history

India Company (EIC) and then Netherlands (1602),

of

Denmark (1616), Portugal (1628), France (1664), and

cartographers helped shape cartographic and geographic

Sweden (1731, 1775) established a East India Company.

knowledge of the modern-day world during 1570s–

EIC starting as a monopolistic trading body, the

1670s. The commercial network of the VOC provided an

company became involved in politics and acted as an

infrastructure which was accessible to people with a

agent of British imperialism in India from the early 18th

scholarly interest in the exotic world (Dutch East India

century to the mid-19th century. EIC focused on spice

Company, 2018).

the

world.

Especially

VOC

navigators

and

and cotton trade in the early days, and then focused on
tea trade with China since the middle of the 18th
century. Since the middle of the 18th century,
actually

become

the

ruler

of

India

Ⅲ. Costume in Pre-Orientalism

EIC has

(“East

India

1. Costume of Ambassadors

company”, 2018). Queen Elizabeth who supported EIC
took oriental gems and fabrics. Figure 1 is the “Rainbow

France has had embassies in the Ottoman Empire since

portrait of Elizabeth Ⅰ”. The jewel and fabric are all

1535. Charles de Ferriol (1652–1722) was a French

recognizably

ambassador to the Ottoman Empire from 1692 to 1711.

Anglo-Islamic

oriental,
trade.

a

reminder

The

large

of

the

extensive

bow-shaped

veil

He had been accompanied by a painter Jean-Baptiste

decorations on the back of collar and headdresses

van Mour (1671–1737). Jean-Baptiste van Mour depicted

Figure 1. Rainbow Portrait of Elizabeth Ⅰ, c.1600
(www.alamy.com)

Figure 2. Part of the Triumphal Procession,
with Gifts from the East and the West, 1649-1651
(rkd.nl/nl)
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various social classes, nationalities, and religions. Those

in the courtesy reception or in the street procession

drawings

through the ambassadors from Orient or the European

and

figures

had

influenced

to

European

understandings of the Ottoman world as well as orient.

ambassadors to the Orient.

Figure 3 is “Dervish” from “Recueil de cent estampes

représentant différentes nations du Levant” collected by

2. Costume in Portraits

the orders of Charles de Ferriol ambassador.
The King of Siam sent his ambassador to the court of

The visit of the ambassadors and the increase in world

France. The object of the visit was to form an alliance

trade have started a craze for exotic clothing with the

with France. A spectacular reception for the Siamese

influx of foreign goods. For portraits, noblemen and

Ambassador was held in Versailles in 1686. The embassy

wealthy merchants were in exotic costumes. Lady Mary

was dressed in traditional costume, and Louis XIV and

Wortley

the nobles were dressed in the most luxurious costume

Constantinopole with her husband, Edward Wortley

with expensive jewelery. The embassy brought many gifts

Montagu

to present to Louis XIV, including gold, tortoise shells,

Constantinopole. She was portrayed as Turkish lady by

fabrics, carpets, more than 1,500 pieces of porcelain, and

George Knapton (1698 – 1778) (Figure 6). The luxury

lacquer

furniture

(McCabe,

2008).

Figure

4

Montagu
when

(1689
he

was

–

1762)

appointed

went

to

Ambassador

is

dress is open and loose style which is trimmed fur and

“Ambassador of Siam” depicted by Joseph Marie Vien

traditional belt. The turban shows turkish style well. She

(1716–1809). The picture is etching on ivory laid paper

wrote "Letters from Turkey" about daily life, customs

and is plate sixteen from “Caravanne du Sultan à la

and

Mecque. The Embassy of Siam in Versailles and Louis

introduce the visual material of Turkish culture and also

XIV's court led to a frenzy of oriental design. The

is a guide to understand the way Europeans interpreted

oriental attitude as well as the exotic costumes of the

Turkish fashion.

lion have caused much commentary in the royal family
and aristocracy of France (Geczy, 2013).

manners

in

Constantinople.

It

contributed

to

The fashion of Turkish style seized the Europe in the
eighteenth century. At Habsburg court in Viennese,

Figure 5 is The Moroccan envoy entering Vienna on

women wore alla turca, Turkish dress. Even weddings

28 February 1783, coloured copper-plate engraving by

were celebrated in oriental settings. Figure 7 is a Portrait

Hieronymus Löschenkohl. Morocco's

of Maria Theresa Walburga Amalia Christina (1717 –

ambassador to Vienna concluded a friendship and trade

1780). It was painted by Martin van Meytens (1695 –

agreement. The visitors of Vienna were impressed by the

1770). She is in the costume of a Turkish lady of the

exotic costumes. Thus, oriental costumes were introduced

harem and holding a mask on one hand.

Figure 3. Dervish, 1714
(sites.fitnyc.edu)

Figure 4. Ambassador of Siam, 1748
(www.artic.edu)

Figure 5. Part of The Entry of the Moroccan Envoy, 1783
(www.habsburger.net)
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Figure 6. Lady Mary Montagu,
unknown date
(www.wikigallery.org)

Figure 7. Maria Theresa in the Costume of
a Turkish Lady of the Harem, 1743/44
(www.habsburger.net)

Figure 9. Man in Oriental Costume, 1632
(www.metmuseum.org)

Figure 8.
Sultan's Wife Drinking Coffee, 1755
(Hermitage Museum)

Figure 10. Sir Robert Shirley, c. 1624–1627
(www.tate.org.uk)

Figure 11. Samuel Pepys, 1666
(www.npg.org.uk)

Jeanne Antoinette Poisson, Marquise de Pompadour

Sir Robert Shirley is notable person for introducing

(1721 – 1764) is portrayed as a Turkish lady (Figure 8)

Persian vest and helping Persian Safavid army. The

by Charles André van Loo (1705 – 1765) who was

Persian clothes which Sir Robert Shirley wore gave a

sponsored by members of the court, the Gobelins

deep impression to Europeans. The portrait of Sir Robert

factory, private individuals, and the church. In the

Shirley is well known by Anthony van Dyck in 1622 in

picture she is accompanied by a maid who serves coffee.

Rome. Figure 10 is the half of “Double portrait of

At the time, Turkey supplied exotic items such as coffee,

Robert Shirley and his Circassian wife Teresia”. It is a

perfume, spices and tea. The portrait of wearing Turkish

captivating portrait of a traditional menswear with

dress was popularized from Marquise de Pompadour.

colorful decoration including turban and belt.

Rembrandt is the painter who used to wear exotic

Samuel Pepys FRS (1633–1703) was an administrator

costumes and painted portraits of person in exotic

of the navy of England and Member of Parliament. In

costumes. His work “The Noble Slav” is a significant

1666, the portrait of Samuel Pepys shows a fascinating

example of European man in Ottoman dress (Figure 9).

caftan gown (Figure 11). By the end of the seventeenth

The loose clothing was recognized as the Ottomans. This

century, men of manners and education were proud to

picture is intended to depict a majestic elite appearance.

be depicted in informal robes that showed off their

Exotic dresses and decorations were very important in

prowess as intrepid thinkers and adventurous spirits.

portraits because European needed to express their social

Samuel Pepys, for example, as a stamp of his progressive

status and interest in exotic styles.

intellectual aspirations, had his portrait painted in a

Keum Hee Lee / Pre-Orientalism in Costume and Textiles
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banyan, or ‘Indian gown’, as he called it, even if it had

(1724–1822), wife of the actor David Garrick (1717–

only

hired)

1779). In the picture “With Mask” by Johann Zoffany

specifically for that purpose (Geczy, 2013). Although

(1733–1810), she is holding a mask and wearing 18th

these gowns were called Indian, it seems that the word

century masquerade dress. The shimmering satin dress is

refers more to their oriental appearance than to their

oriental style with a long waistcoat and a short sleeve

country of origin. The material for them may have been

over-jacket.

been

borrowed

(some

accounts

say

Indian silk or cotton, but they were made up, and
remade if worn out, in London (Aselford, 1996).

The notable masquerade dress is known as “the Three
Figures Dressed for a Masquerade” by Louis-Joseph Le
Lorrain (1715–1759). Figure 13 is three aristocracy
surrounded by the Roman architecture. One woman and

3. Masquerade costume

two men are depicted. The costumes are bright color
Courtly masquerade probably begins with François I

such as yellow, red, green and made of luxury fabrics

(1494–1547) who, to unnerve his rival, the titular Holy

and decorations.

Roman Emperor Charles V, sought an alliance with

Figure 14 is “A Venetian Lady in Masquerade”. The

Suleiman the Magnificent. To celebrate the occasion in

lady is Felicita Sartori in Turkish dress. The picture came

1552, the Turkish ambassador paraded the Louvre in a

from a Painting of Rosalba Carriera (1673–1757) who

golden gown followed by scarlet-clad attendants. In

was a Venetian Rococo painter. She is holding a mask

England, one of the first notable Oriental masquerade

in her left hand and put on the small turban.

was commissioned by Queen Anne(1665–1714), consort
of James I, in 1605. The Masque of Blackness cast the

4. Costume in Fashion Magazines

queen herself and her ladies as blackamoors, a popular
disguise of the time (Geczy, 2013). In the early 17th

Recueil in French means a literary compilation or

century, masks and carrousels evolved into a social space

collection in English.

in which courts could demonstrate their inflating power

“Recueil de costumes turcs et de fleurs” is Collection

and the rule of empire. In Louis's court, dressing up as

of Turkish costumes and flowers. It is a collection of

Persians, Turks, Chinese and other orientals was a

men’s and women’s costumes in Turkey.

favoured. Dressed in oriental clothes, it was designed for
Model of Figure 12 is the dancer Eva Maria Veigel

Figure 12. With Mask,
1762-1763
(www.nationaltrustcollections.org)

Album contains paintings of Turkish sultans and court
officials. Figure 15 is from “Recueil de costumes turcs et

a very privileged social environment.

de fleurs vol. 2”. The title of drawing is “Kahveci” or

Figure 13. Three Figures Dressed
for a Masqueradec. c. 1740s
(www.nga.gov)

Figure 14. A Venetian Lady
in Masquerade, 1736-1775
(www.britishmuseum.org)
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“The Habits of the Grand Signor's Court”. Kahveci is

also accompanied with engravings (DeJean, 2005). Figure

coffee in Turkey. A young lady holding a cup

in each

17 and Figure 18 are from Le Mercure Galant. Figure

hand serves coffee. She wears a blue tunic, red trousers,

17 is male fashion in 1670s. Figure 18 is Collection of

yellow shoes and white turban with a red cap.

fashions of the court of France, “Femme de Qualité en

“Recueil de cent estampes représentant différentes

déshabillé”, by Jean Dieu de Saint-Jean (1654 – 1695)

nations du Levant” means “Collection of one hundred

in 1687. Woman is in dress made of Siamoise ("Siamese")

prints representing different nations of the Levant” in

textile. Le Mercure galant reprsented gallant scenes,

English. A series of one hundred engravings were created

members of the court and characters dressed in fashion.

after Van Mour's portraits. Jean Baptiste Van Mour
(1671–1737) painted life in the Ottoman Empire during

Ⅳ. Textiles in Pre-Orientalism

the Tulip Era and the rule of Sultan Ahmed III (Faroqhi,
2006). There are numerous costume plates depicting the

1. Textiles

various costumes of the peoples of the Empire: such as
Turkey, Armenia, India,

Walachia, Chios, Hungary,

Cotton can be dated back to around 3000 B.C. By the

Africa, Arab. and etc. These images were published by

sixteenth century it was the industry on which India

Le Hay in 1714, titled as Recueil de cent estampes

depended, connecting it not only to Africa and the

représentant différentes nations du Levant and then had

Middle East but also to Indonesia and Japan. Cotton,

a great influence in Europe. Figure 16 is "Man from

silks and other materials were coveted luxuries in the

India" and the current collection is in the Aikaterini

West from as early as the 13th century. Indian cotton is

Laskaridis Foundation Library.

thought to have entered France through Portugal, this

Le Mercure Galant was founded by Jean Donneau de

time less coercively, and sold in the Foire Saint-Germain

Visé (1638–1710) in 1672. The name of Le Mercure

from 1630 (Davison, 1958). Almost every name for

means the Ancient Roman god Mercury, the messenger

pre-synthetic textiles now taken for granted in the West

of the gods. The aim of Le Mercure Galant is to inform

–including cotton, satin, damask, muslin, chintz and jute

the public about the most diverse topics and to publish

–derives from Middle Eastern or Asiatic roots. English

poems

magazine

artisans instructed Indian craftsmen in oriental designs

mentioned elegant society life in the court under Louis

that suited European expectations of what the Orient

XIV. Le Mercure Galant was the first fashion magazine.

was, or should be. The craze for the lighter, more

In the 1670s, articles on the new season's fashions were

diaphanous, freer muslins and cottons continued tospread,

or

stories

including

Figure 15. Coffee Server,
1620 (circa)
(gallica.bnf.fr)

fashion.

The

Figure 16. Man from India,
1714
(eng.travelogues.gr)

Figure 17. Male Fashion
Lllustration, 1670s
(gallica.bnf.fr)

Figure 18. A woman in a
Dress Made of Siamoise, 1687
(commons.wikimedia.org)

Keum Hee Lee / Pre-Orientalism in Costume and Textiles

Figure 19. Indienne,
the early 18th century
(Musée de la mode et du
textile, 1998, p.40)

entering

into

all

facets

Figure 20.
Siamoise Flammée textile,
18th century
(infogalactic.com)

of

everyday

life.

The

Figure 21.
The Grande Vizier,
1748.
(parismuseescollections)
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Figure 22.
Furnishing Fabric,
1760
(www.artic.edu)

Turks for the Venetians because of their cheap labour

tergiversations of oriental styles were already becoming

and

felt in midseventeenth-century England where Indian

Museum of Art, 1968; as cited in Turquerie, 2018). In

chintz had to be modified to suit popular taste (Geczy,

the painting of “The Grand Vizier” by Joseph-Marie

2013). Figure 19 is sample of Indienne in the early 18th

Vien (1716-1809) fabrics were embroidered with bright

came from Côte de Coromandel. European

and rich. Brightly colored decoration of Turkish styles

century. It

markets rapidly responded to this desire for exoticism
by

importing

goods；then,

they

produced

continued

business

relationships

(Metropolitan

were used on many types of objects (Figure 21).

imitation

Easiest of all such products to import

because of

Oriental goods. Finally, they made stylistically advanced

their relatively light weight, import textiles

from China

exotic merchandise from the perspectives of European.

prompted fascination with technical skill involved in the

The bizarre silk patterns became luxurious once more

weaving, hand-painting, and needlework of Chinese

like the Baroque period (Kim, 2018).

(Martin & Koda, 1994). The Chinese style fabric is

The Siamese Embassy in 1686 had brought to the

found in the designs of Jean Baptiste Pillement (1728 –

France Court samples of Thai Ikat textiles. It is called la

1808) because Pillement was at the forefront of the

siamoise because the name comes from what Ambassador

European chinoiserie tradition. His designs had an effect

Siam presented to Louis XIV. The fabric was made by a

on all manner of decorative arts. He decorated rooms in

French manufacturer with light, striped linen. These were

Austria, Poland, Russia, Portugal and Flanders. The

adopted by the French nobility to become Toiles

chinoiserie developed by him and reflected on cloth, fans,

flammées or Siamoises de Rouen often with checkered

faience and decorative patterns from Vienna to Versailles

blue-and-white designs. Figure 20 is Siamoise flammée

was a highly fecund device of imaginative improvisation

textile made by French manufacture in 18th century.

(Geczy, 2013). Figure 22 is panel for furnishing fabric

After the French Revolution and its repudiation of

designed by Pillement.

foreign luxury, the textiles were named "Toiles des

Charentes" or cottons of Provence (McCabe, 2008).

2. Carpet

Turkish textiles were a luxury in Europe. These often
had velvet grounds with stylized floral motifs. They were

Carpet

often woven in Asia Minor for the European market or,

developed on the plains of Central Asia thousands of

more commonly, as Venetian, under Turkish influence.

years ago. Oriental carpets for westerners are considered

Italian-styled textiles were often woven by the Ottoman

to be the same as Persian carpets because the technique

manufacturing

technology

would

have

been
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of weaving Persian carpets is the best in the world.

factory in 1615 by Pierre DuPont, who was returning

Political contacts and trade intensified between Western

from the Levant. Under a patent of eighteen years, a

Europe and the Islamic world after the 13th century and

monopoly was granted by Louis XIII in 1627 to DuPont

then direct trade was established with the Ottoman

and his former apprentice Simon Lourdet, makers of

Empire during the 14th century, all kinds of carpets

carpets façon de Turquie ("in the manner of Turkey").

were at first indiscriminately given the trade name of

Until 1768, the products of the manufactory remained

"Turkish" carpets, regardless of their actual place of

exclusively the property of the Crown, and Savonnerie

manufacture (Erdman, 1970 as cited in Anatolian rug,

carpets were among the grandest of French diplomatic

2018). Oriental carpets, such as Anatolian rug (Figure

gifts (Savonnerie

manufactory,

23), are often seen in Renaissance paintings. especially

Grande

du

Renaissance Venice had a interest in depictions of the

Savonnerie between 1670 and 1685. It was exhibited at

Ottoman Empire in painting and prints. Carpets imported

Gobelins Manufactory.

Gallerie

Louvre

2018).
carpet,

Figure 26 is
made

in

the

from Anatolia have a great influence on Venetian
textiles.

3. Tapestry

Sometimes carpets were named after artists such as
Bellini,

Lotto,

Tapestry is an ancient form of textile art. Tapestry–

Ghirlandaio, Van Eyck and Petrus Christus. Giovanni

Crivelli

making by hand has prospered in Europe since the

Bellini and his brother Gentile painted “The Virgin and

Middle Ages. Tapestries in Western Europe were mainly

Child

Enthroned

carpets,

(Figure

Memling,

24).

This

Holbein,

painting shows

used as decorations for churches and monasteries. In the

prayer-rugs at the feet of the Virgin Mary, with a single

16th century, it was subordinated to art painting. The

"re-entrant" or keyhole motif. Figure 25 is

first Royal Tapestry Workshop open at French King

“Husband

and Wife” with a Bellini carpet painted by Lorenzo

Francis I’s court in Fontainebleau.

Lotto. The depiction of Oriental carpets in Renaissance

The finest European tapestries are considered to have

painting sometimes draws from Orientalist interest, but

been made by the Tapestry Royal Factory at the

more often just reflects the prestige these expensive

Gobelins. There were major tapestry production centers

objects had in the period. (King & Sylvester, 1983)

at the Arras, Tournai, Brussels, Aubusson, Felletin and

The Savonnerie manufactory was the most prestigious

Beauvais. Tapestries were an important component of the

European manufactory of knotted-pile carpets, 1650–

European Court in the first half of the 17th century.

1685. The manufactory was established in a former soap

Several major workshops, including Paris and Brussels,

Figure 23.
Re-entrant Prayer Rug,
late 15th to early 16th century
(upload.wikimedia.org)

Figure 24. Madonna and
Child Enthroned,
about 1475-85
(www.nationalgallery)

Figure 25.
Husband and Wife,
1523
(www.wikiart)

Figure 26.
Savonnerie Carpet,
between 1670 and 1685
(en.wikipedia.org)

Keum Hee Lee / Pre-Orientalism in Costume and Textiles

Figure 27. The Emperor
on a Journey,
ca. 1700-1720
(www.mfa.org)

Figure 28. Part of The Concert
from a Set of Indo-Chinese Scenes,
1690–1715
(www.metmuseum.org)

Figure 29.
La pêche Chinoise,
1742,
(Musée des Beaux-Arts)
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Figure 30.
Solomon and the Queen of
Sheba, 1683
(www.llph.co.uk)

have achieved a new level of artistic achievement. In the

in Europe for about 150 years since the 17th century.

late 17th and early 18th centuries the tapestry industry

Oriental tapestries had been designed with exotic items

was transformed into a decorative style prevalent in

not found in Europe and have come from oriental

French courts. The workshop of Robert Vanderbank

stories.

(1683–1717) in London enjoyed a particular success in

Ⅴ. Conclusion

making tapestries with small oriental motifs (Campbell,
2003).
Figure 27 is a Louis ⅩⅣ (1638–1715). Beauvais

The results of the study on Pre-Orientalism in costumes

chinoiserie tapestry of “The Emperor on a Journet”. The

and textiles are as follows. Pre-Orientalism in costumes

tapestry story came from the “Histoire de l'Empereur de

can be found in oriental dresses of ambassadors,

la Chine(History of the Emperor of China)”, depicted the

portraits of the royal family or aristocracy, masquerade

oriental emperor seated on the carpet with servants

costumes and the fashion magazines. The ambassadors

holding a pagoda-shaped canopy. Figure 28 is tapestry

brought foreign paintings and diplomatic gifts and

woven wool and silk. and depicted Indo-Chinese scenes

sometimes they introduced exotic fashion by wearing

by John Vanderbank. He provided tapestries "designed in

their own outfits. Portraits were a means of showing up

the Indian manner" for Queen Mary's apartments at

intellegence or dignity and of expressing wealth with

Kensington Palace. In the early part of the eighteenth

dressing

century, it

dress

and

ornaments.

The

for

masquerade costumes with masks were depicted. By the
beginning of the seventeenth century, masquerade at the

tartares, a thirty-part suite for the cabinet du roi at the

ball evolved into social spaces where courts could

Chateau la Muette (Scott, 2003). The Beauvais Tapestry,

display their expansiveness and their imperial dominion.

commissioned by Mme de Pompadour in 1742, is the

The oriental dressespecially Turkish style is the best

best example of Chinoiserie. Figure 29 is “La pêche

choice

chinoise” in, 1742, This is one of Boucher's chinoiserie

appeared in the mid-17th century and showed exotic

designs woven at Beauvais.

figures which were printed after engraving. It can be the

imagery

with

his

the mood

oriental

Figures chinoises and

chinoiserie

was Watteau who set

up

Figure 30 is a tapestry woven in Antwerp in the 17th
century and is Solomon and queen of Shiva. It is part of

for

masquerade

costume.

Fashion

magazines

beginning step opportunity for the public to see oriental
costume.

a series of eight tapestries depicting Oriental stories of

Pre-Orientalism in textiles was examined in fabrics,

the conquered Bayazid Sultan and Mongolian Tamerlane.

carpets, and tapestries. Under the influence of India,

Thus, oriental tapestries have been the subject of interest

Turkey, China, and Siam the fabrics were bright, rich,
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light, and embroidered with imagination filled with

Pre-Orientalism in costumes and fabrics were not

oriental motives. European instructed orient craftsmen to

elucidated, so further research could be conducted in

suit

European

subsequent studies. Recognizing a broad perspective on

manufacturers made a version of orient. These fabrics

oriental

taste

for

European,

and

oriental influence in Europe before Orientalism, we can

evoked luxuries in fashion. In the case of carpet, motives

have a balanced view of future Orientalism and global

were mostly taken from Islam world and China and

fashion.

India, especially foreign animals or plants and Islamic
patterns are depicted. Persian influence continued to
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